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Extended abstract 

Several areas of cohabitation of humans require a rapid and effective disinfectant 
effect on textiles for example in hospitals and in the army. The growth of microbes 
on textiles during use and storage and their effects on the wearer as well as on the 
textile itself, furthermore the possibilities to control their detrimental effects by 
durable antimicrobial finishing of the textiles have been intensively studied [1, 2]. 
Many test methods have been elaborated to determine the efficacy of biocide 
textiles [3, 4,]. Some standards have already been developed for evaluation of the 
effect of antimicrobial finished textiles on commonly used and occurring 
microorganisms [5]. 
The elaboration of a new rapid testing method for evaluation of biocide efficacy of 
antimicrobial finished fabrics was the goal of the present work.  
In this report we demonstrate an instrumental technique for evaluation of the anti-
microbial effect of the mentioned textiles. 
In general, standard methods are based on the determination of viable cell number 
(i.e. colony forming unit CFU/ml) before and after incubation. The appropriate 
concentration of cell suspension is pipetted onto control and treated textiles as well 
and the cell number is defined immediately and after a one-day-long incubation in 
each sample with plate count method.  The effectivity is then expressed in the 
difference between the growth value on the control and that of the antibacterial 
treated sample (the growth value is the difference of the common logarithm of 
bacteria number after and before incubation). For observing a strong effect, the 
difference between the determined values of the control and the antimicrobial 
finished textiles should be greater than 3 orders of magnitude. 
For common quality assurance purposes, the microbial contamination should be 
determined for a given product. For better repeatability, higher accuracy, and lower 
cost an instrument and an instrumental method were standardized for 



 

 

determination of microbial spoilage of different food products on the basis of 
impedance measurements [6]. 
The instrument is called BacTrac (Sy-Lab) and its method uses very specific media for 
given microorganism like Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus 

aureus, Salmonella enterica etc., which is inoculated with a small amount of sample 
of product to test, and while the instrument incubates the inoculated media, it also 
follows the changes in the impedance of media (value M) and electrodes (value E), 
since the metabolites of the growing cells change the conductivity and impedance of 
the media. 
If one is interested not only in the type of contaminating microorganism, but in its 
amount, too, then also quantitative analysis can be carried out with the same 
instrument. To determine the number of viable cells in the samples, the standard 
protocol gives also guidance on threshold and cultivation time. If the increasing 
conductance (M-value) reaches the threshold, than this time point will be given as a 
so called “impedance detection time” (IDT) which is reciprocal to the cell number in 
the sample (the more initial cells there are, the lower the IDT is). Thus it is possible 
to make a calibration between the off-line viable cell count detection (generally agar-
plate cultural method) and IDT for each strain to test.  
To our best knowledge, the present report is the first one on adaption of this 
impedance based technique to antimicrobial finished textile tests. For the 
verification of the adapted method we have used only one type of microorganism 
(Escherichia coli on BiMedia160C (Sy-Lab)) in a Bactrac 4100 instrument controlled 
by BacMonitor for Windows and evaluated with BacEval software. For preparing 
calibrations we have used TSA agar plates. 
Our elaborated and suggested method is the following: 
1st step: prepare a fresh cell suspension (having cell count around 106-108 CFU/ml) 
2nd step: cut out a piece of textile (untreated – control) with the area of 2,5cm x 
2,5cm  
3rd step: cut out a piece of treated textile with the same area 
4th step: pour 9 ml of BiMedia 160C into each of three BacTrac measuring cells 
5th step: pipette 20-20 μL of cell suspension onto the surface of both textiles 
6th step: wait 1 h 
7th step: wash back the cells from the textiles with 2 ml of physiological salt solution 
8th step: pipette 1 ml of the used cell suspension into 1st BacTrac medium 
9th step: pipette 1 ml of the salt solution of control textile into 2nd BacTrac medium 
10th step pipette 1 ml of the salt solution of treated textile into 3rd BacTrac medium 
11th run the measurements in BacTrac, and at the end obtain the detection times 
and cell numbers of all 3 vials. 
12th calculate the effectivity in percentage: antimicrobial effectivity 
 

(%) = (1 - Ntreated/Ncontrol)*100 
 



 

 

where Ntreated is the cell number of backwashed salt solution from treated textile. 
Effectivity can also be calculated similarly to the standard method: 

 
LOG(Ncontrol)-LOG(Ntreated). 

 
N0 provide only information on the correct initial cell concentration. 
With the new rapid testing method elaborated by us for evaluation of biocide 
efficacy of antimicrobial finished fabrics, the rate of growth of Escherichia coli has 
been studied on four differently antimicrobially treated and untreated cotton fabrics 
samples respectively. The antimicrobial impact of copper oxide and iron oxide 
nanoparticles on bleached cotton fabrics has been published in our earlier paper [7]. 
The antimicrobial finishing of textile samples – dealt with in the present paper – has 
been similar to that mentioned in the latter publication. The behaviour of the 
mentioned samples has been compared with that of untreated samples and with a 
commercially available finishing agent – Sanitised 99-19 – finished cotton samples. 
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